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Using plasma as a nonlinear medium which can provide an amp-
lification of electromagnetic radiation is of a sufficiently
great interest now. Parametric amplification of oscillations con-
nected with a nonstationarlty of the medium parameters is one of
such mechanisms which may result in waves growing.

The main point of the considered effect is following. A die-
lectric constant £&& of the non-stationary medium is an adiaba-
tically slowly changing function of the time argument t. This de-
pendence £ wp (t) leads to an appearance of an additional "effec-
tive" imaginary part of a wave frequency. It means that there ap-
pears a growth (or damping) of the wave propagating in non-stati-
onary plasma even in the case when the imaginary part Im ewjE»
equals zero (this result was first obtained in Ref./1/).

To find a growth rate of such a "parametric" wave amplifica-
tion (resulting from the dependence £fa>J?(t)) it is necessary to
clarify how does the dielectric permittivity depend upon time.
Namely, £he general form of the (linear) connection between an in
duction D(t) and an intensity B(t) of the electric field is given
by the formula

In a stationary medium the function <?;/ (t,t4) depends only upon
(t-t^). In the non-stationary medium there is a problem of separa-
tion the dependence £ (t,tj) into a "fast" dependence upon (t-t^),
and a "slow" temporal dependence. To solve this problem one should
find out a correct foarm of the second, "slow" temporal argument of
the function £ (whereas the first, "fast" one is (t-t^)). In a
phenomenological approach /I/ where thtre are postulated some pro-
perties of the medium (in our case they are invaDid); this results
in that the second, "slow" temporal argument of £ should be writ-
ten in the form of (t+t^)/2. But in our case the answer to the
(nontrivial) question about this temporal dependence of 6 should
be obtained from the consideration of microscopic equations defi-
ning the medium dynamics. Such on analysis for weak turbulent pla-
sma was carried out in Ref./2/. According to Ref./2/, in the con-
sidered below limit kv « ui (i.e. when a phMte velocity of the
wave is much greater than a characteristic velocity v of plasma
particlen) the slow argument of the function £, should be taken in
the form of t.. (If £0/k is of the same order of magnitude as v,
the dependence of £•• upon the "slow" time will be more-complicated
(see Ref./2/).) J

Using the methods developed in Ref./2/ one can derive an exp-
ression for the growth (damping) rate P which is provided by the
temporal dependence /2/ %t the dielectric tensor. This quantity V
describes changing of the number of quanta Njjof the electromagne-
tic waves: dNp/dt«2P Ng. In the case of the electromagnetic wave
with a frequency O , propagating in nonatationary plasma with the
phase velocity w/k » v, the value P was obtained in Ref./3/ and
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is equal to

where e and m care electron charge and mass and ne(t) is a varying
electron concentration. It should be mentioned that an ion contri-
bution analogous to (2) may be omitted in the expression for V
due to that an ion concentration n; (and its derivative with res-
pect to time) is approximately equal to the electron concentra-
tion (and its derivative) because of plasma quasi-neutrality, whe-
reas un ion mass m; is much greater than the electron one.

As we can see from Eq.(2), the medium lonization (n« > 0)
leads to the damping of the wave ( P< 0), and the recombination
(ne<0) leads to the wave amplification ( P > 0 ) . So below we con-
sider a case when electromagnetic radiation (with high frequency
c*)) propogates through ionized plasma, when the recombination
process can increase the waves.

Let's consider, for the simplest estimation, the plasma pre-
pared by something external action (by means, UHP impulse and so
on), so later there is only recombination process estimated by
the equation (see, for example, Ref.4)

e
(3)

The recombination coefficient |* we put aB a constant.
Now we find functions ne(t), £(t) and ^(t) whose temporal

dependense is due to the process (3)» In agreement with Bq.2 we
may get the following law describing the changing of photons with
time ^ SI*"

- A/.r (« ffy)
U>

where Sio •(4irntjB
2'/me) z is the plasma frequency corresponding "to

the concentration n o (i.e. at time moment t»0).
The Equation (2) (and the E<|.4) describes the rate of quanta

number changing with time. At the same time the rate of wave ener-
gy changing (dW{t)/dt) does not coincide with the rate dN(t)/dt
due to adiabatic changing of wave frequency *>(t) in nonstationary
medium with fc(t) /2,5/.

When t -» + •© we have

---4—. (5)
where &>«is the electromagnetic wave frequency at the initial mo-
ment t»0. We notice that the constant p (describing recombination
rate) is abcent in the final result.

For the wave with frequency a>ocan penetrate into plasma
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with the electron concentration n 0 it is necessary to qualify the
condition: u)o-%,P-o . _^

The amplification time t *is of the order of ( fin0) (see
Ref.4); from the condition P « o then results jSn o«w , i.e.
the amplification is toUenough slow in comparison with the period
of field oscillations in the eleetrpmagnetic wave. The recombina-
tion rate jS is of the order of 10"*cmVS, so if n 0 ~ 10

10 cm~3 then
t+~10~^3, n0 ~ ^"""s'^and the constrain of "slow amplification"
is easily satisfied.
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